
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maro Service Netherlands B.V 
 
Is an allround Industrial and Maritime services 
provider, also specializing in secondment of 
staff. We have been active since 1996 and are 
based in Barendrecht , Rotterdam and Kaunas 
in Lithuania  
 

 
 
With a staff of more than 140 people, Maro 
Service realises an annual turnover of more 
than 6 million euro. 
 
We distinguish ourselves in the market by our 
multidisciplinary approach to technical service 
provision, in contrast to many of our 
competitors, who only focus on a single 
discipline. At Maro Service we can offer 
several integral solutions covering various 
disciplines through a single point of contact. 
 
Clients benefit because they can contract out 
multiple activities to a single agency. Our 
strategy also enables us to maintain short lines 
of communication, low costs, and a quick  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
response time because we can directly forward 
your query to the relevant division. 
 
Within our organization we care greatly about 
service, quality and safe working conditions. 
All of our staff have professional training, 
ample experience in their working area, and 
the required qualifications. 
 
As a result, most of our clients have been 
working with us for many years, making  
Maro Service a reliable partner for making 
things work. 
 
Company Profile 
Maro Service Nederland B.V. is the holding 
organization comprises the following four 
divisions 
 
Maro Service Industrial B.V. 
Mainly focuses on delivering industrial services 
and executing projects for petrochemical and 
heavy industry, both on-shore and off-shore. 
 
Maro Service Maritime B.V. 
We specialize in valve repair,maintenance, 
overhaul and repairs of accessories for the 
entire shipping and industrial market, both 
nationally and internationally. 
 
Maro Service Detachering B.V. 
Supply of temporary or seconded staff for the 
entire labour market in the Netherlands. 
 
Maro Service Europe B.V. 
Supply of temporary or seconded staff for the 
entire labour market in Europe. 
 
Our organization has a VCA *, VCU and ISO 
9001 certification both consequently meets all 
statutory safety requirements.Each division of 
Maro Service Nederland B.V. is affiliated with 
the relevant industrial organization. 



  

 
Maro Service Industrial B.V 
 
Since years, this division has distinguished 
itself in the area of service provision, project 
execution, and contracting, in the entire 
industrial sector in the Netherlands and 
abroad. 
 
With more then 20 years of experience in this 
sector, we know what our clients wants and 
expects , and which role we could play in this 
respect. 
 
We are particular specialists for the Bolt & 
Torque tensioning market , with an available 
staff of more than 25 technicians , including 
some with off-shore papers , and for our On 
Site Machining market ; we have an available 
staff off +/- 6 technicians. 
 

 
 
All of our staff (approximately 40 people) have 
thorough  training, the required certificates and 
ample experience in this sector. Of course we 
are familiar with various locations, and we 
know what is expected from us with respect to 
safety, service and quality (see References). In 
collaboration with our Maritime division, we 
can test, and if necessary overhaul and/or 
repair, etc., accessories in case of shut downs 
etc. 
 

 
 
 

 
Maro Service Industrial supplies on-shore 
and off-shore services in the area of : 
 

 Boltensioning 

 Torque tensioning 

 On site machining 

 Pop & Plug 

 Maintenance 

 Repairs ( Shop ) 

 Contracting 

 Rotating 
 

 
 
For all our Tensioning and Machining projects, 
we have a wide range of in-house equipment 
in our shop. So we are independent 7 days a 
week and because off that we also have a 
quick response time by problems. 
 
 

 
 
We also employ expert turners for all your 
mechanical tooling.They are very experienced 
with both new materials and finding solutions 
for repairs and overhauls.  
 
Maro Service Industrial offers a 24-hour 
service that can help you out night or day. 
 
 



  

 
 
Maro Service Maritime B.V 
 
Maro Service Maritime specializes in project-
based valve services for the entire maritime 
and industrial market, both on-shore and off-
shore. 
 
Our expert technicians carry out various 
mechanical engineering tasks and can be 
deployed internationally for services and 
inspections. 
 
This division can ensure the repair, overhaul 
and testing of all your accessories. 
 
We can also handle the required test reports 
and certificates (DNV , BVQI , GL and 
LLOYDS). In case of rejects or replacements, 
we also supply new accessories, with or 
without certificate, spares, seals and gaskets, 
etc. 
 
Maro Service Maritime repairs and 
services:  
 

 Valves (Ball-, Globe-, Gate- en 
Butterfly-) 

 Safeties 

 PV-valves 

 Airbottle heads 

 Bellows 

 Transmissions 

 Levelgauges 

 Actuators 

 Spindels 

 Coolers / Heaters 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
We have a fully equipped workshop available 
for all our services with hoisting facilities, 
welding equipment, lathes and milling 
machines, grit blasters, 
test and boiler facilities (including vacuum) and 
laboratory equipment. In addition, we can 
provide mobile workshop containers that can 
be brought to the client’s location. With our 
company trucks, we can also provide the 
necessary transport. 
 

 
 
Providing or renewal off valves. 
If example after inspections we come to the 
conclusion that we cannot repair or overhaul  
valves because off serious damage or the bad 
state they are in. We will advise and assist our 
clients by making a decision which valves they 
want and need. 
We can provide almost all kind off valves in 
short time spam because off our experience.  
 
Maro Service Maritime also offers a 24-hour 
service that can help you out night or day. 
 
 



  

 
 
 
 
Maro Service Detachering & Europe B.V 
 
These divisions are the organizational service 
providers for the entire labour market.These 
are the best places to dispatching and 
seconding staff for short and longer periods.  
 
Whether you need a production worker or 
management secretary, we get on the job right 
away!  
 
Our objective is to distinguish ourselves from 
other players in this market by providing a 
superior service and by striving for a higher 
quality of our staff, whereas others often 
disregard the issue of quality. 
 
We want to be the partner that you have been 
looking for, who exactly understands your 
needs. To realise this, we will want to visit your 
site after our initial contact, to familiarise 
ourselves with your organization and working 
methods. 
 
Then we start searching for a good match, and 
enquire with the candidate we have found if 
he/she would be interested, because we 
believe that the best results are achieved if 
both parties are enthusiastic. This is where our 
strength lies, which helped us distinguish 
ourselves over the past years, especially in 
terms of service and quality. 
 
First of all, we have a large pool of workers 
with permanent employment ( > 120 people), 
many of whom have been with us for years. 
This enables us to handle your request more 
quickly, and we know beforehand that the 
selected staff is reliable and motivated. In 
contrast to many of our competitors, we do not 
need to call around and send out the first 
person available.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Our permanent staff would offer a perfect 
solution if you need to fill a vacancy urgently or 
for a shorter period. 
 
If you are looking for staff for a longer period, 
or for an employee on a permanent basis, we 
can spend more time for selecting and 
recruiting qualified staff, exactly tailored to your 
request and/or vacancy that you entrusted us 
with. On your request, we will assist them in-
house to follow training programmes. 
 
This method gives us more opportunities to 
find the right person for the job, and both you 
and our staff know exactly what the other party 
is expecting. In the end, all the pieces of the 
puzzle should fit exactly, allowing us to 
build on a fruitful collaboration, as we have 
proven in the past with our existing relations. 
 
Maro Service Detachering BV is a member of 
the industrial organization NBBU and we have 
a VCU certification, giving you the guarantee 
that we and our staff work and are paid in 
accordance with these conditions.  
 
If your are interested and wish to know more 
about our companies, please call the phone 
number below, one of our employees will be 
happy to help you.  
 
You may contact us directly at all times , at   
tel.nr : +31(0)180415044  
 
Please contact us if you want to make an 
appointment or if you have any questions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


